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More Memory For Desktop Galculators
Extended memory unit adds as many as 3472 program sfeps.

By Russell Sparks

AnorrroNl,L MEMoRy FoR THE Hp MoDEL 9100e/n
DESKToe cALCULAToRS is provided by a new, self-con-
tained, rack-mounted unit. By adding 17 times the pro-
grammable memory to the Model 9100A, and 8 times
the programmable memory to the Model 91008, this
Model910lA Extended Memory, Fig. 1, geatly extends
the range of their problem solving abilities. The calcula-
tors are still the controlling and calculating elements of
the system; the extended memory is operated by Format
(FMT) commands from the calculators. It has a 20,832
bit memory capable of storing up to 3472 program steps,
or 248 fourteen-digit registers for data storage.

When used with other peripherals, the Model 91014
becomes the main data and program storage unit. With
appropriate interface cards in the Model 25704Coupler,1
the calculators are able to feed data to, or accept inputs
from teleprinters and other equipment.

To simplify programming, register addressing and
program selection are in decimal numbers rather than
binary, octal or hexadecimal systems. The programmer
need not be concerned with internal addressing. He needs
only to remember corresponding program numbers and
their functions. Address information important to the
programmer is displayed when programs are transferred.
Diagnostic codes are shown whenever there is a program
error related to the 9101A operation.

Basic Features

The HP 9101,{ extended memory is divided into 248
fourteen-digit registers (ten digits displayed, two digits
overrange, and two digits exponent). The registers of the
91014' are numbered decimally from 0 through 247, and
are always addressed from the 9100A/B X-register.

Programs stored in the 9 101A are transferred from the
9100,{/8, starting at location 00 in the 9100,{ and f00
in the 91008; and stopping when an END statement is
encountered in the program. To identify the program, a
two-digit number (decimal number 00 through 99) is
placed in the 9100A/B X-register prior to the transfer.
To assist the programmer in making maximum use of the
91014 storage, any new program added in storage is
stored starting with the first available register, increment-
ing registers sequentially (14 program steps per register
as in the 9100A/B) until the END statement is reached.

Cover: Marked cards, lower
right, are used to enter pro-
grams and data in the Model
9100  Ca lcu la to r  Sys tem
through the Model 9160A
Card Reader, center. Hard
copy output, upper left, is
produced by the Model

If 9120A Printer, mounted on
the calculator. The HP Model 9101A Extended
Memory, left, greatly increases the computing
power of the sysfem.
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Fig. 1. Ihls Hewlett-Packard Model 9101A Extended Memoty attaches dircctly to the
Model 9100A/B Calculators. lt adds 248 registers ot memory grcatly inueasing the

computing power of the calculators.

This gives maximum program packing in the core mem-

ory within a register each time.

Each program is started in a new register. The availa-

bility of registers for storage is defined by a protection

flag on each register. This protection flag is automatically

set when a program is stored and may be moved manually

to any desired register by another format command. (A

program stripped of its protection is no longer recognized

as a program.) Thus, sequential storing of all programs

into the 9 1 01 A results in the most efficient use of registers,

with the maximum area open for data storage. The user

need not be concerned with locating each program.

Location of programs is, however, often of interest for

future editing, and, in the case of the last program stored,
it indicates the boundary where data can be stored. The

91014 returns the last resister address used in a qiven

program to the X-register of the 9100A/B whenever a
program is stored into or recalled from the 91014 Ex-
tended Memory.

Subprograms which are subject to repeated calls from
another program are often useful. Since all programs are
executed in the 9100A/B Calculators, this requires that
the calling program be destroyed in the calculator in
order to execute the subprogram and then restored into
the 9 100A/B after the subprogram has finished its execu-
tion. This requires that all programs, including main
calling programs, be assigned a number and stored in the
9101A. A return vector is kept in the 91014 which re-
tains the information as to what the calling program
number was and remembers where to return in that pro-
gram to resume executing it. Subprograms can call other
subprograms if desired (up to 14 subprograms in one
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Fig.2. lnstruction card on the Model 9101A tront panel is a handy teference lor the
operctor, eliminating the need to keep an operating manual neatby.

sequence, not including the original calling program).

Unless a subprogram is used several times, it is generally

more emcient to write one long program and break it into
parts which do not require returning to previous parts.

The indirect arithmetic routines allow the programmer

to operate on the contents of a 9101A register, to multiply

by, divide by, add to, or subtract from those contents a
number which was placed in the 9100A/B Y-register.

The address of the 9 101 A register desired is placed in the
9100A/B X-register. The original information is retained

in the 9100A /B X- and Y-registers after the operation.

Operation of the 9 1 01A memory is from the 9 100A/B

Calculators by use of the (FMT) key followed by a second
key that represents a command code, Fig. 2. This second
key will not be recognized as an operator, but will output

a code only; e.g., FMT ' gives out octal code 56 only and
does not put Pi in the X-register of the calculator.

Command Codes

FMT Y -+ ( ): Stores 9100A/B Y-register data into
9101A register addressed by the 9100A/B X-register.
FMT -: Recalls into the 9100A/B X-register the data
stored in the 9 101 A register addressed by the number
which was originally placed in the 9100A/B X-
register.

FMT (+, -, X or -): Takes the data stored in the

9101,4. register addressed by the 9100 X-register and
operates on it as dictated by the FMT code (+, -,

X, or -:-), using the data in the 9100A/B Y-register
as the operator.
FMT FMT; Transfers the program in the 9100A/B
into the 9101,{ starting from Step 00 in the 9100A/B
(*00 in the 91008) through the END statement in
the program. The number in the X-register prior to
the transfer is the number which is assigned to that



Error Indication in the Model
9101A Extended Memorv

When an er ro r  occurs  in  a  p rogram wh ich  resu l ts  in  unac-
ceptable information offered to the Model 9101A, two visible
ind ica t ions  appear .  An IMPROPER FORMAT lamp on the
f ron t  pane l  o f  the  Mode l  9101 tu rns  on ,  and a  d iagnos t ic
code number  appears  in  the  X- reg is te r  on  the  ca lcu la to r
display. Program execution stops when this occurs.

The diagnostic codes are given to help the programmer
determine his error. One of these nine codes appears when
the  IMPROPER FORMAT lamp l igh ts :

Sample Program
Divide each element of a matrix by n, where 0 ( n ( 9,
and a"  i s  an  e lement  s to red  in  the  Mode l  9101A memory
loca t ions  100 th rough 109 (address  :  100 *  n ) .

3.333 333 333

4.444 444 444

5.555 555 555

5.555 555 555

6.666 666 666

7.777 777 777 13

7.777 777 777 14

CODE ERROR
1.111 111 1  11  15  At tempt  to  s to re  in  a  p ro tec ted  reg is te r .
2.222 222 222 15 Attempt to accumulate in a protected

regrsrer.
A nonexistent register address given,
that is, larger than 247.
lnsuff icient storage remaining for a pro-
gram.
R e c a l l  o f  a  p r o g r a m  t o  t h e  M o d e l
9100A/B is incomplete. Only protected
part recal led.
Attempt to recal l  an unprotected pro-
gram.
Attempt to move a protected program to
a  new address  wh i le  the  F ILE PROTECT
switch is on.
More than three digits given to address
a register in the Model 9101A. (Registers
are  numbered 0  th rough 247. )
More than two digits given to address a
program in  the  Mode l  9101A.  (Programs
are  numbered 0  th rough 99 . )

INITIALIZE
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program. After the transfer is complete, the address
of the last register in the 91014 used to store the pro-
gram is returned to the 9100A/B X-register.
FMT GO TO: Recalls from the 91014 the program
identified by the number placed in the 9100A/B X-
register. The program is loaded from 00 in the
9100A/B (*00 in the 9100B) up through the END
statement. After the program has been transferred,
the address of the last register used in the 9101A to
store the program is returned to the 9100A/B X-
register.
FMT ENID: Executes the return vector at the end of a
sub-program to allow retum of the calling program,
and to return to the proper place in this program. Pro-
vision is made here to allow for the case where the
calling 'program' was the operator calling it from the
9100A/B keyboard. In this case, the FMT END is
recognized as an END and no further execution is
required.
FMT SET FLAG: Allows the operator to set the
boundary of protection where desired. The boundary
is set such that the register address placed in the
9100A/B is the first unprotected register (all ad-
dresses numerically less than this are protected).

Electronics

The basic operation of the 9101A is very similar to
that of the 9IOOA/B where two ROM's (Read Only
Memories) are used in control.'?The first is a diode ROM
used as a basic sequencer. The second controls the se-
quences involved in operations dictated by the selected
FMT codes. This is a bipolar transistor ROM in twelve
integrated circuit packages.

A buffer for isolating peripherals, the new HP Model
9lO2A Buffer, is necessary for multiple connection of
calculator peripherals to the 9100A/B. A fairly large
system can be assembled using the 9101A. Some systems
of this kind become susceptible to noise induced in the
interconnecting lines within the system. Several precau-
tions were taken in the 91014 to prevent noise from
giving false signals. Among the most important of these
are careful ground circuit connections and time sampling
of the FMT input signal.

Since the 91014 interfaces with the 9100A/B using
-15 volt true logic, many of the circuits used are very
similar to the 9100A/B. Integrated circuits have, how-
ever, been incolporated into the core memory addressing
and into the ROM.

Speed is important in a system where programming re-
quires many iterations in arriving at the solution to a

problem. The 91014 has speeds compatible with the
operations in the 9100A/B. Thus, any single transfer
operation (data or program) has speeds comparable to
the functions of the 9100A/B (ranging from a few milli-
seconds to about 100 milliseconds).

One of the unique techniques used to obtain informa-
tion from the 9100A/B at high speeds is that of picking
the digits from the 9100A/B X, Y, and Z registers using
the ROLL key. In addition to high-speed datatransfer,
this operation also transfers the two guard digits (giving
twelve significant digits instead of ten) from these regis-
ters.

Programming
Whenever large programs are encountered, an area of

core memory is often assigned as data storage. In the
91,OOA/B/9101A system, large programs must be brok-
en into parts, either functionally (sub-programs) or se-
quentially as segments of a large program. This requires
that some area of memory be set aside that will not be
altered by the transferring of program segments. If small
amounts of data are common to these segments, then
parts of the 9100A/B core memory can be assigned to
this task and program segments written short enough
that no one segment overlaps into the data area. This is
possible since the programs are always loaded into the
9100A/B from the 91014 starting at location 00, and
stopping at the END statement. If larger common storage
is required then a block of addresses in the 91014 is set
aside which can be addressed uniquely from any pro-
gram.

The FMT commands can be given from a program
stored in the 9100A/B and executed much in the same
manner as any key code of the 9100A/B; when the func-
tion has been executed, the program will continue on to
the next step. If any of these FMT commands are given
from the 9100A/B keyboard, then execution is halted
when the function is complete.

One of the problems with large programs is that of de-
bugging the program after it has been written. The 91014
supplies the user with an error indication and a code to
aid him in finding any programming problems related to
9101A operations.

File protection has been provided to prevent acci-
dental destruction of protected programs or data. Addi-
tionally, there is a'FILE PROTECT' switch on the front
panel that gives further protection by disallowing the use
of FMT SET FLAG, thus inhibiting the function which
otherwise could remove protection. It is, however, still
possible to store new programs, which are automatically
protected, when this switch is on.0



S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
HP Model 9101A

Extended Memory

DESCRIPTION
The HP 91014 is an ext€nded memory unit offering expanded storage

capacity for the HP 9100 family of calculators. When attached to any
9100A/B output connector, the 9101A provides an additional 248 registers
giving greater programming and data handling flexibil i ty. These registers
are of the same configuralion as the calculator registers and ussable for
storing data or instructions, The execution times for functions in the
extended memory are comparable to ths times to perform the same
function in the calculator alone. A basic system contiguration consisting
of a 9100A/B calculator and a 9101A extended memory unit requires no

interfacing unit. Additional peripherals such as the 9120A printer or
9125A plotter may be added to the basic system using a 9102A buffer
un i t .
COMMANOS

Tho 9101A is addressad by the FORMAT (FMT) instruction trom lhe
calculalor followed by a second instruction to detine the desired opera-
tion (FMT) ( ). These commands provide for indirect addressing.

Dala StoraEe: FMT y > ( ) and FMT r are used to slore and recall
dala respectively.

Program slorage: FMT FMT and FMT GO TO are used to store and
recall programs or subprograms. FMT END returns control from a
subprogram to the call ing program.

Indirect Arithmetic: FMT *, -, x, + enable operation on and modi-
fication of lhe contents ot any of the 248 registers.

subprograms: FMT GO TO to call a subprogram and FMT END to
tsrminate execution of a subprogram, returning conlrol to the call ing
program.

A numeric diagnostic code appears in the 9100A/B X register when an
il legal machine operation has been specified, thus assisting the operator
in  rap id  p rogram debugg ing .
MEMORY

Regislers: There are 248 registers that may be used to store 248 con-
slants or up to 100 programs (totaling 3,472 program steps), or a
combination of constants and programs. Total ot 20,832 bits ot core
memory.

Proleclion: FMT SET FLAG protects the contents ot consecutive regis-
ters specified by the user. Init ial program protection is always
automatic; the protected region expands to include a newly slored
program. Register contents remain intact when turning power on
or off.

GENERAL
Tsmperature: Operating range, Hs'C.
Weigh t :  Net  30  lbs  (13 .6  kg) ,  sh ipp ing  40 .5  lbs  (18 .4  kg) .
Power: 115 or 230 V 1107o (slide switch), 48 to 60 H2,95 V/ amps max.
D imens ion :  79132 in  h igh  by  16ya in  w ide  by  195/16  in  dssp.  (184.9

mm x 425.5 mm x 490.5 mm).
PURCHASE PLAN

Purchase: HP91014,13690.00.
Renl: 3195 per monlh.
Leri.: $ 95 por monlh.

HP Model 9102A
Bulfel Box

DESCRIPTION
The HP 91024 buffer box is a necessary unlt whsn using a 9100A Cal-

culator, 9101A extended memory and one or all of ths peripherals. The
bulfsr isolates ths psriphsrals in a system and strsngthens lhe output
s igna ls .

The buffar also allows for a longer cable lo bs attachsd to the 91014.
This optional 5 ft cable (Part No. 11162A-$85) allows tho 9101A to be
olaced farther than the 18 tt slandard cable wil l allow.

PURCHASE PLANS
Purchase: HP91024,3280.00,
Reni: $ 15.00 per month.
Leaae: S 7.25 per monlh.
Servlce Contracl Avallable

MANUFACTURING DIVISION:  LOVELAND DIVISION
P.O. BOX 301
815 FOURTEENTH STREET S.W.
LOVELAND, COLORADO 80537
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Optical Card Reader
for Fast Galculator Programming

By Gene Zeller

Cenns MARKED wrrH pENcIL, puNcHED HoLEs, oR BorH,

can be used to enter programs rapidly into the HP Model
9100 Calculators. The HP Model 91604 Mark Sense
Card Reader, Fig. 1, detects coded marks representing
key codes. It transmits this coded information to the cal-
culator. Many users can simultaneously write machine-
readable programs without tying up the keyboard.
Individual programs are entered into the calculator in
seconds. Users in the field can write on the cards then.
with the card reader, enter the data into the calculator
during a program execution.

The model 91 60,4' detects pencil marks andlor punched
holes in the program-data card by means of photo tran-

sistors that look downward from the optical head onto
the program-data card. Clock or strobe marks located
near the edge of the program-data card, provide the tim-
ing and control sequence, Fig.2.

The card reader detects marks on the card by moni-
toring the amount of light reflected to the individual photo
transistors. The unmarked program-data card has a very
rough surface that scatters the light originating from the
light source. Marking the card with a soft lead pencil
smooths the rough surface, causing a pseudo-mirrored
surface. The optical head contains both the light source
and the photo transistors. Its geometry is such that the

I

I
I

Fig. 1. Pencil marks in boxes on
cards are read by the Hewlett-
Packard Model 9160A Marked
Card Reader, and the inlorma-
tion ted to the Model 9100A/B
Calculators.
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Flg.2. lnterpretation ot ma*s on a Model 9160A program card

reflected light, in the presence of a mark on the program-

data card, is reflected away from the photo transistors.
The absence of light is detected as a mark on the pro-

gram-data card.

The Model 9160A Card Reader, Fig. 3, consists of six

data channels, a skip channel and a strobe channel. The

data channels read the data in the data field of the pro-

gram-data card, and stores this information. The skip

channel, when marked, causes skipping of the data chan-

nel information adjacent to the marked skip channel.

Functions of the strobe channel are to generate signals

that 1) start the motor that draws the program-data card

through the reader, 2) brighten the lamp to the required

intensity, 3) load information stored in the data channel

flip-flop into the calculator, and 4) reset data channel and

skip channel flip-flops.

All channels contain a light sensor which depends upon

the incident flux originating at the light source. Since the

absolute value of incident flux can change considerably
over the life of the instrument, logarithmic output is de-

sirable. Such an output is obtained by using a photo-

transistor as a current source through two diodes. The
voltage across the diodes varies logarithmically with the

current through them.
The strobe channel receives its inputs from the clock

marks located near the edge of the program-data card.
When the strobe channel l ight sensor'sees'the area below

on the card going light to dark, a positive step is generated

and amplified. This signal, after squaring, is differentiated

and fed into the load signal generator whose outputs are

NDGO and YDSP. These outputs are sent to the calcu-
lator if the inhibit signal is not present. NDGO and YDSP
are load commands for the calculator.

Finally, as the black strobe mark passes beyond the

field of vision of the strobe channel photo transistor, a

negative going step is generated and amplified. The signal,
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Fig.3. Block diagram of the Card Reader. There are a total ot six data channels to
genercte srgna/s NK 20 through NK 25.

after squaring, is differentiated and fed into the reset
signal generator. This reset signal will clear all data chan-
nel flip-flops and skip channel flip-flop if they are pre-
viously set.

In the data channel, the light sensor detects the absence
of light due to the pseudo-mirrored surface created by the
mark on the program-data card. A pulse is generated,

amplified, and sets a flip-flop. Data is then loaded into the
calculator by the strobe channel load commands.

The skip channel operates much as the data channels
do with one exception. The skip channel has two ways of
beirg set. In addition to the setting of the skip channel
flip-flop by the light sensor, this flip-flop is set by way of
the strobe channel every time a card is inserted into the
Model 91604 Card Reader. As a result, the first clock
mark is ignored but all of the data channel flip-flops are
cleared.

In addition, there is a SKIP-77 flip-flop that is set
whenever the skip channel and all data channels are set.
The SKIP-77 flip-flop can only be cleared by card entry.

Consequently, marking the card with SKIP-77 inhibits

the remaining strobe mark load signals. In effect, the re-

maining data field is completely ignored. This important
feature eliminates the necessity of marking the SKIP
channel the full length of the card following the data field
when using the Model 9160A for fast data entry into the
calculator when in RUN mode.

When there is no card in the Model 91604, the lamp

used as the light source glows dimly, waiting to detect a
card. When a card is in place, the lamp's intensity in-

creases to that required for reading. With this automatic

dimming technique, the life of the thinJine filament of

the incandescent lamp (that spans the entire card width)

is increased.

1 0



Flg.4. Four cards are used with the Card Reader. At left, a ptogram card, nefi a data
card, a surveying data card, and at tight a quiz card.The quiz card can be used to ma*

ansuyers on up to 24 multiple choice questions.

S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
HP Model 9160A

Marked Card Reader

DESCFIPTION

Line Wldth:
Minimum 0.020 Inch pencil mark required for rellable sensing.

Reading Ralo:
20 mill is€conds per character. Inserting card starts motor which pulls

card through roader.

codes:
Column welghts of marked columns are addsd to tolal the calculator
kqy cod€.

Operllin9 Modea:
a) Program mods-program instructions on the card are loaded into

succsssiv€ calculator core memory locations.
b) Run mode-any key operatlon may be psrtormed by marklng the

appropriats octal key code.

Sklp Channel:
Marking in ths skip channel causes lhal charactgr to be ignored.

GENEFAL
Weight :  Net  4 .5  lbs . ,  sh ipp ing  5 .5  lbs .
Powsr: Takes powsr from -hp- 9100 Calculator.

(ldls 2.5 watts, running 3.5 watts.)
Dimensions: 3y2" high hy 5t/t" wide by 11t/a" deep,
Tomperature: Opsraling range, 0'-55'C.

PURCHASE PLANS
Purchase: HP9160A,9490,00.
Renl: I 35.00 pel month.
Lease: $ 12.74 per nonlh.

MANUFACTURING DIVISION:  LOVELAND DIVISION
P.O. BOX 301
815 FOURTEENTH STREET S.W.
LOVELAND. COLORADO 80537

CARD FORIIAT
Th6 9160A uses standard size lab cards Drinted in lho format shown

here. Each card wil l hold 28 program instructions. Cards may be cas-
caded for longer programs.

Marking boxes are used to indicats areas of lhe card that ar6 ex-
amined by the mark reader for presence of a psncil mark, A soft-lsad
pencil is recommended; the mark provided by a hard-lsad pencil may
not be read consistently by the mark reader.
CARDS

Furnlshed: Package of 100 Calculator Program Cards
Avalhble: 9320-1 182 Calculator Program Format

9320-1 191 Quiz Answer Format
9320-1192 Calculator Data Formai

Prlce: Pkg. of 2,000 315.00
Box of 10,000 960.00

SPECIAL PURPOSE CARD INK SPECIFICATIONS
The mark rgader reads marks on th€ tab card as contrasts in l lght

reflection which are detected by photo sensors as ths card passes undgr
a reading head. lf a mark is nol present, a maximum amount of l lght wil l
retlect; i l  a mark is present very l itt le l ight wil l reflect. This roqulres that
a non-rsflective ink be used for the clock marks and rstloctive ink be
used for all other printing on ths card.

Clock marks and preprinted codes, if any, must be printed in non-
rsflective black ink with a retlectance value of less than 30 mill ivolts as
measured on a Kidder MR-8 Tester. (Non-r€flective ink should not be
used elsgwhere on ths card.) The entire area of the clock mark must
have solid ink coverage without voids. Edges must be sharp, clean, and
free of raggedness. Marking boxes must be printed in rellective Ink with
a rsllectancg valus ot more than 50 mill ivolts as measured on a Kldder
MR-8 Tester. Lithat Red ink, L 3 series, can b6 used.
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Typical Program
The equation for f(x) is solved
by marking the cards as shown
here.
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Hard Gopy Output For The
System 91OO Computing Calculators

By Chuck McAfee

IN usrNc rHE Hp coMpurING cALcuLAToRs, situations
develop where automatic hard copy is especially desir-
able. Some of these include programs from which large
tables of numbers result, such as those from a loan
amortization schedule. Very often a record of data, as
well as calculations performed on that data, is required'

Quiet, rapid reduction of input and computed data to
permanent printed copy is accomplished with the HP
Model 9120A Printer, Fig. 1. The Printer is designed for
use with the HP Model 91004 and 91008 Computing
Calculatorsl and prints any information stored in the 'X'

(keyboard),'Y' (accumulator), or' Z' (temporary) display

registers of the calculator. The data are printed exactly
as they appear on the CRT display. Any combination of

the three registers can be printed.

Print Gommand

Display registers to be printed are selected by push-

button switches on the front of the printer. The printer

then responds to keyboard (manual) or programmed

PRINT/SPACE command.

Paper Advance

The same instruction (PRINT/SPACE) is used to ad-
vance paper between prints. If the machine is being
operated manually, paper may be advanced by repeated
depressions of the PRINT/SPACE key or by simply

holding the key down. Paper will be advanced during
program execution by inserting successive PRINT/
SPACE instructions in the program. In either manual or
program operation, the result of successive PRINT/
SPACE commands is that the selected registers are
printed on the first command, after which paper is

advanced one line for each command. In addition, paper

can be advanced when no register select button is de-
pressed, or between PRINT/SPACE commands during
a program, simply by pressing the PAPER button on the
top of the printer. This button is also used to feed a new
roll of paper into the printer mechanism.

Memory List

In addition to the displayed information, a copy of
calculator memory contents can be obtained. This is ac-
complished by momentarily pressing the LIST button on
the printer. The resulting printout will begin at the
memory location determined by the present state of the
calculator program counter and will continue until an
END instruction is encountered in memory or until the
STOP key is pressed. An example of a memory list, which
consists of the memory location and an octal code'z repre-
senting the keystroke stored in that location, is shown in
Fig.2.

Pause
The PAUSE key can be used to halt execution of a

program at a PRINT/SPACE instruction. When the
PAUSE key is held down the calculator will stop when a
PRINT/SPACE instruction is executed, and will resume
calculation when CONTINUE is pressed. This feature
might be useful, for instance, if the operator decides to
enter new data into the program immediately after print-

out of the results of calculations on previous data.

Keyboard Inhibit

The printer inhibits the calculator keyboard, except
for the STOP and PAUSE keys, during the time it is
executing a PRINT/PAUSE command.

1 3



Fig. 1. Contents ol all thrce calculatot rcgisterc is printed at thtee lines per second with
almost no noise. The new Hewlett-Packard Model 9120A Calculator Printer uses an

electric writing technique.

Fig.2. By pressrng the LIST button on the printer, a com-
plete ptintout of .the contents of the calculatot memory
is made.

Paper

The writing technique uses electfo-sensitive paper
shown in cross section, Fig. 3. The base paper is coated
with a layer of black polyvinyl alcohol (PVA). A thin
layer of aluminum foil is evaporated over the PVA, and
the aluminum is then coated with a layer of conductive
zinc oxide dispersed in an organic binder.3

Writing Process

A short burst of current passes from the stylus through
the zinc oxide coating into the aluminum layer. The
aluminum film is vaporized in an area beneath the stylus,
exposing the black PVA layer to produce a mark and
open-circuiting the current path. Thus writing is quiet
and very rapid; no further processing is necessary to
develop the mark, and the mark is permanent.

Gontrol Logic

Fig. 4 is a block diagram showing printer control logic
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and lines of communication between calculator and
printer. Logic-control stimulation and displayed-charac-
ter information are supplied to the printer from the calcu-
lator in digital form. This information is then processed

by printer circuitry and fed to various circuits that 1)
cause the print styli to scan the paper, 2) decode and print

the characters, 3) cause paper to be advanced, and 4)
indicate to the calculator that the operation has been
completed and the printer is awaiting the next PRINT/

SPACE command.

Character Generation

The current pulses which mark the paper are supplied
through seven in-line tungsten styli (Fig. 5) which sweep
across the paper while the digital character information

from the calculator is being decoded. The current pulses

are transmitted from the decoder-driver circuitry to the

tungsten styli through a flexible printed circuit cable. The
styli are offset from vertical at a slight angle to improve
readability.

Each character is formed by printing the necessary

dots in a 5 x7 dot matrix, Fig. 6. The numeral 1 is shifted
to the center of the matrix to enhance appearance of the
printout.4

Motor

Force to sweep the print styli across the paper and to
advance paper is provided by a synchronous motor, fabri-
cated with the rotor external to the field windings. This
'inside-out' construction makes it possible to achieve the
necessary torque and inertia in a relatively small size. The

scan rate depends on the motor speed, and therefore is
reduced from the normal rate of 180 lines per minute at
60 Hz power line frequency to 150 lines per minute at
50 Hz.

Logic Circuit Board

The bulk of the printer logic circuitry is contained on
a printed circuit board of multilayer construction. Each

layer of circuitry is duplicated in the board for high

mechanical reliability.

Styli Scan Mechanism

The transport mechanism for the print styli consists

of a scanning cam, which is driven by the motor, and
slider, Fig. 7. A helical traversing track is machined into

the cam wall and a track follower fits into the track to
pull the slider and styli assembly across the paper as the

cam rotates. A magnetic pickup senses the position of the
rotating track so scan and character generation can be
properly synchronized to position the characters on the
paper. i

Fig.3. HP electrosensitive
here. The tungsten sty/us
layer.

paper is layered as shown
burns through to the black

Fig.4. Contrcl logic ot the ptinter and intetconnection
with the calculator.

Fig.5, Writing head is connected to the insttument via a
llexible cable.
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S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
HP Model 9120A

Galculator Printer

Prlnllng Rale: 180 lines/min at 60 Hz,
150 l ines /min  a t  50  Hz.

Prfnf Formal: Any combinatlon ot X, Y, Z registers can be printsd by
depressing th€ appropriale key on lho 9120A panel.
Lins capacity is up to 15 characters per l ine.
Lists contents of program on command.
Vsrtical printing at 5 l ines per inch.
Vertical formatting avallable on command.

Paper Required: HP electrosensitive printer paper.
(Roff 250 ft long by 2Y2 in widal.

GENERAL
Temperalure: Operating range 0-45'C.
Welgh l :  Net  13  lbs  (5 ,9  kg) ,  sh lpp lng  24  lbs  (10 ,9  kg) .
Power: 115 or 23O Y !1O/o (Slide Switch) 50 to 60 Hz, 45 watts.
Dimenslons: 4 in high by 14Vs in wide by 13/2 in deep

(102 mm x 371 mm x 343 mm),
ACCESSORTES

Furnished: Packaga of 3 rolls HP 927H802 paper,
(Approximatsly 3 monlh supply).

Ayaifablo: 9270-0802 pkg of 3 rolls, $9.75; 9270-0815 pkg of 24 rolls,
$72.00.

PUFCHASE PLANS
Purchase: HP 91204, $975.00.
Renl: $ 75.00 per monlh.
Lease: $ 25.35 per monlh.
Setric€ Contrlclr AYallable.

MANUFACTURING DIVISION: LOVELAND DIVISION
'.o. Box 301
8.I5 FOURTEENTH STREET S.W.
LOVELAND. COLORADO 80537

Fig.7. Printer mechanism is a cam and slider arrcnge-
ment.
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